Korsakoff's the famous conductor, Arturo Toscariini. As a fact, he has proved himself to be time of great need which has been so and finally an open-air performance at in monthly remittances to those artists artist, but also to the philanthropist and of the Verdi Conservatorium here and hence the capacity audiences. The solders have will devote the net proceeds to a further penetration of art into the bellicose of this series of concerts. That of the audience. The other

The first of this series of concerts was given Jan. 6. At every concert Toscari­

in the Piazza del Duomo. The attraction was enhanced by the fact that the num­

The American band of the Eighteenth Military Bands of Italy, France, Great Britain and the United States Unite in a Thrilling Event—Milan Showers Flowers on the Musicians—Our Singers Continue to Win Success in Italian Opera House—Alvina Dianette Triumphant at La Scala—Devotion of Toscariini to War Stricken Colleges Makes Deep Impression
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